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Selection to enjoy your residence ownership
A variety of “the most advanced disaster prevention performances” concealed in elegant appearance

Color: Mandarin orange color 

Color: Mat brown

Impressive unique texture enabling the client to 
enjoy the opportunity of becoming a house owner

K’UEST offers the new concept of values to towns 
and people.

Color: Mat brown

Color: Japanese cypress bark color

・Roofing work requires special expertise. Please consult a professional contractor for 
the work. Defective construction may cause the falling of tiles,

 

the leaking of rain and 
the like. 

Cautions for Safety

・Special construction work may be required in cold areas, heavy snow areas and strong 
wind areas as well as for mid-to high-rise buildings. If clay roof tiles are used for such 
constructions, please consult a professional contractor.

・In the case of roof covered with clay roof tiles, please design it according to standard 
construction specifications related to it. For any special design, please consult a 
professional contractor. 

Color: Sugar maple color

Color: Mat silver

Color: Mat black



Disaster prevention 
performance 

Good design

Unique “W latch disaster prevention system” 
overcomes strong wind.
With W latch, don’t fly! Don’t let fly.
Wind-resistant performance is strengthened by “K’uest lock”, the  
unique W latch disaster prevention system. A disaster prevention 
latch on the upper tile is jointed to the latch on the lower tile. 

Secret for no 
flying exists in 
“K’UEST lock”! 

Completely Flat Design.
“Water dip” on the upper side increases drainage efficiency.

“Under laps” are provided at three levels to prevent water 
from infiltrating.

To make the tile as flat as possible, the water dip is designed to minimize the size 
without reducing its drainage performance.

Large “under lap” shades water at each level. This is our original disaster 
prevention system to completely prevent water from infiltrating.

Simulation for 
rainwater prevention
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Simulation for 
rainwater prevention

Thus the upper tile is hold down by the lower tile and is prevented from lifting up. As no special 
fastener for disaster prevention is required, the construction period of this method is same as 
that of conventional method though its disaster prevention performance is strengthened. Wind 
and earthquake resistant performances are efficiently equipped.
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Increased Waterproofing Performance! 



Available 8 colors to 
express individual 
characters. Ceramic 

discoloration

Regular colors

Chinese 
quince color

Sugar 
maple color

Japanese 
cypress bark 
color

Silver 
black

Leaf 
green

Mat 
Black

Mat 
Brown

Mat 
silver

* Custom-made original colors are available. Please consult us for details. * Actual colors may slightly differ from the above printed examples.

Product Specification

Outline of Physical Properties

Standard Roof Slope of K’UEST

Pitch Length of run

Layout Size 

Run Direction
* Please lay out the length of run direction to becomes equal to 
the working length (280 mm) x the number of tiles.
* Taking the 75 mm protrusion of the eaves end tiles into 
account, please place the first

* The pitch along run shall
be 10.2 mm or more.
* If the pitch is less than 
10.2 mm, please pay 
enough attention to the 
underlayment  materials.

tile batten at 260 mm point, and 
then place the other battens 
gradually toward  the ridge with 
spacing equivalent to the 
working length.

Ridge Direction
* Please lay out the length along ridge direction to becomes 
equal to 306 mm x the number of tiles. (Inner length between 
two gables at the opposite side each to each)

* Please lay out roof tape with 455 mm (rafter pitch) or more.

* The above layout size is standard value. Please set up a permissible 
deviation for your actual roofing work.

360 x the number of tiles

Characteristic of Clay Roof Tile

Even if any of the following phenomena should occur in any clay roof tile, 
it is due to the inherent nature of the said tile. It is neither a defect in the 
tile nor poor quality of the tile. Please use it without worry. 

Irregular color: Delicately different shade may occur due to slight 
difference in the ingredients of clay and change in the environment of 
burnt kiln. There is no problem in quality. 

Craze: Craze means minute crack occurred on the surface of glaze. It is a 
natural phenomenon caused by difference in the coefficient of contraction 
between clay and glaze. There is no problem in quality. 

Pinhole: Pinhole means small dent occurred on the surface of glaze. This 
is due to the evaporation of organic ingredients, included in glaze bubble 
and clay, during burning process. There is no problem in quality. 

Exposed size

No. of Tile 12 pc./㎡

3.85 kg./pc. 45 kg/㎡

Length

Width

280mm(±4mm)

305mm(±4mm)

345mm(±4mm)   355mm(±4mm)Actual size

Item

Breaking load 

Water absorption ratio

Freezing damage test No crack, no separation

Internal Standard

2700±500N

6.0±1.0%

* The above figures are not warranties on the performance.

* When executing actual work, please pay enough attention 
to underlayment tacking the region of job site and the type 
of building into account. 

This tile shall be used for the roof slope of 4/10 
(approx.21.8°) or more.
Note: If the pitch is less than 4/10, please pay 
enough attention to the underlayment materials.

Weight

■

■4
5


